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Confidently
British

Vauxhall Brand Intro Page_red

At Vauxhall, we believe great cars are for everyone.
We’re part of the fabric of British life – finding
smart ways to make life better for the nation’s
drivers. It’s a journey of progress that unites us
all. And to us, the future has never looked more
exciting. Take a look at the all-new Mokka to see
what we mean.
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How to use this brochure
This brochure showcases some of the highlights of all-new Mokka. Please note that some of the vehicles shown include options available at
extra cost and not all of the features described are available on every model. You can click through to the all-new Mokka Price and Specification
Guide for all the latest details.
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Unbox yourself
It’s time to break free of convention.
To reshape your expectations.
To step up to a new kind of SUV.
This is all-new Mokka: the bold new face of
Vauxhall, featuring our unmistakable Vizor
grille and a stylish interior that’s light on
buttons and dials, yet fully loaded with tech
thanks to the all-new Pure Panel display.
Combining a high ride and commanding
view with a more engaging drive than ever
before, the new Mokka is now available for
the first time in both 100% electric form
and with petrol or diesel engines.
This is the future of the SUV. Unboxed.
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The shape of
things to come
With its revolutionary design, the new
Mokka looks like no other compact SUV.
The unique vizor front grille sweeps around
the LED headlights to give a muscular yet
beautifully proportioned shape. Distinctive
alloy wheels complete this dynamic new look.
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Follow this flowing shape
to the rear and you’ll notice
enhanced LED tail lights that
look good from any angle.
Thanks to a choice of roof
and body colourways and,
on SRi Premium models,
window accent colours,
you can create your very
own Mokka.
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Your
personal
space
All-new Mokka’s interior breaks the
mould with a new level of style. The SRi
Premium model, for example, brings
subtle red accents from the exterior
through to the interior design. But it’s
not just about the looks, it’s about the
way it feels. With features available
such as electronic climate control and
a leather interior with heated front
seats and a driver massage facility,
there’s no doubt you’ll arrive feeling
relaxed and refreshed.
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All detail. No distraction.
Pure Panel technology makes driving more intuitive,
featuring a flowing design that presents you with
the information you need. With an infotainment
touchscreen measuring up to 10 inches, as well as
another 12-inch screen right in front of you, you can
stay focused on the road ahead.
And with smartphone projection, you’re connected
to the people who matter most.
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A different
kind of drive
The all-new Mokka gives you sharp,
agile handling, with all the presence
of an SUV. On auto and electric
models, you can even choose from
three different driving modes.

Select a petrol or diesel engine and
there’s exceptional efficiency and
power on demand – with sound
enhancement on SRi Premium
models. Go 100% electric and you
get up to a 209-mile range and
rapid charging to get you back on
the road fast, so there’s absolutely
no compromise.
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The power to impress
New Mokka is made to perform. With a brandnew engine range that delivers our most dynamic
driving experience yet. And it does all this while
keeping emissions and running costs low.
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Automatic transmission
City driving is smoother than ever,
thanks to Mokka’s new 8-speed
auto transmission with three
different driving modes: Sport,
Normal and Eco.

Petrol and diesel
Our efficient petrol and
diesel engines are big on
performance but light on
your pocket.
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Feel
electric
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Mokka-e is here to change the game,
combining that iconic SUV driving
experience with a 100% electric powertrain.
One that’s fun to drive and easy to own.
One that’s accessible to everyone. One
that makes life a little simpler – and a lot
more exciting.
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Up to
Driving electric
Dynamic driving experience
The all-electric Mokka-e delivers instant power and torque when you need it, gliding from 0–60mph in just
9.2 seconds. What’s more, you get a choice of driving modes, depending on your mood and the driving
conditions. Sport mode takes the fun ever further, while Eco mode will help to boost your range.
The electric range shown was achieved using the new WLTP test procedure. Figures are intended for comparability purposes only. The electric range you
achieve under real life driving conditions will depend upon a number of factors, including the accessories fitted after registration, variations in driving styles,
weather conditions and vehicle load. Please note, EV range assumes that vehicle has been pre-conditioned prior to journey.

209
miles
on a full-charge
FIND OUT MORE
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LEV services
Driving an all-electric Mokka-e is easy and worry-free. To make the most of your 209-mile range, we’ve included
special LEV connected services that make life with your Mokka-e even easier – all controlled remotely from your
smartphone. All the key info flashes up on a simple and easy-to-read display, so it really couldn’t be simpler.

Range management
You can get more from each
charge with a few simple tips.
A gentler driving style and
reduced vehicle load will increase
your range, as will avoiding difficult
road conditions and the need for
climate control. Using braking
mode more often will also help
increase your range.
Get warmed up
Set the climate control system
to warm the car up whilst still on
charge to maximise your range.
Plan ahead
Arrange your charging cycles
to suit the most cost-effective
energy tariffs. And map your
journey to include all the
charging stops you need via
the sat nav system.
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Keep up to date
Get all the latest charging
information, keep an eye on your
range and check out your stats
so you can see how efficiently
you are driving.
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Charging options
You can charge your all-electric Mokka-e anywhere,
whether it’s at a specifically designed wallbox, at a
public charging station or at home. When you’re
out and about, a rapid charger will give you another
130 miles in just half an hour, while a home wallbox
(7kW) will give you a full charge in 7.5 hours.

Build & Price

No congestion
charges

Low running costs
With Mokka-e, not only will you save on energy
and running costs, you’ll save on servicing costs
too. What’s more, fully electric cars are currently
also exempt from vehicle excise duty and, of
course, the congestion charge.
Government grants
The government has made grants available for
electric vehicles. For Mokka-e, the government
grant is up to £2,500. Providing you meet a few
more criteria, you can also qualify for up to £350
towards the installation of an authorised home
charging unit. Ask your Retailer for more info
about the Vauxhall home charging offer.

*You can obtain 0–80% of the vehicle charge in 30 minutes from a 100kW
rapid charging station. Rapid charging stations are widely available across
the UK at various locations and their power rating varies, typically from
50kW and sometimes up to 350kW. The charging time may vary according
to the type and power of the charging station, the outside temperature at
the charging point and the battery temperature.
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0–80%
charge
in 30 minutes*
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Comfort is key
Mokka’s interior is designed to keep you feeling good.
The seats have been completely redesigned for
improved support and comfort, while climate control
maintains the ideal cabin temperature all year round.
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Heated steering wheel and front seats*
Driver and front passenger seats heat
in three stages for a more efficient
alternative to climate control – and a
more comfortable all-round driving
experience. Within a minute, the
steering wheel will warm your hands,
however chilly it is outside. This makes
driving not just more comfortable but
safer too, as you’ll have better control
of the wheel.
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Versatility and storage
There’s space for
everything inside New
Mokka, with storage
spots in all the right
places, and a 60/40
fully folding rear seat.
VX_MOK_31215

Puddle lights
When you leave the car,
an LED light under the
door mirror lights up the
pathway. The mirrors fold in
electrically when parking*
and the headlights and
taillights illuminate the way
to the front door.
VX_MOK_31318
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Air-con and ECC
Get the temperature just
right, whatever the weather,
with manual air conditioning*
or electronic climate control*.

Massage driver’s seat*
A seat that keeps you
comfortable and massages you
while you drive. Sound good?
Well, it feels pretty good too.
*Standard on certain models.
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Infotainment...
All-new Mokka offers a choice of
infotainment systems to keep you
entertained and connected. All
models get the latest DAB digital
radio technology, plus full Bluetooth®
and USB connectivity. Not to
mention smartphone projection
systems compatible with Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto™.

Multimedia systems
A multimedia infotainment system comes as
standard in every model, featuring up to a 10-inch
colour touchscreen and full smartphone integration.*
Most models are equipped with satellite navigation
which includes live navigational assistance through
the Vauxhall Connect system.

VX_MOK_31223

Smartphone projection
Mokka features Bluetooth® connectivity and a USB
connection. You can also connect your smartphone
using Apple CarPlay or Android Auto™ and project
the screen onto the Multimedia display. So you’ve
got simple access to your phone, music and apps,
complete with voice control.
*Please note that compatibility and certain functions
may be different depending on the type of device and
operating system you’re using with the Multimedia
systems. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple
Inc. Apple and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc.,
registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is
a trademark of Google Inc, also registered in the U.S.
and other countries.
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...and connectivity

Vauxhall Connect*
Help when you need it, 24/7, 365 days a year. That’s what you get with Vauxhall Connect. In an emergency or breakdown, you’ll be
put in touch with someone who can help, with just the touch of a button. There’s also a host of remote convenience functions
simply accessed through the MyVauxhall App. For instance, you can lock and unlock the car remotely, wherever you are – handy
if you forgot to lock the door or need to give someone access. And if you can’t remember where you parked, finding your car is
easy with the option to remotely activate the horn and lights. So you can style out those embarrassing moments, effortlessly.
*Services may require a subscription/fee and are subject to mobile network coverage and availability.
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It’s got your
back. And front.
And side.
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Glare-free LED® Matrix headlights* aren’t
the only feature that lead the way. The front
camera system acts as a second pair of eyes
to keep you safe. Adaptive cruise control frees
you from the monotony of motorway driving.
When you’re parking, the rear-view camera*
takes away the guesswork, and advanced park
assist* even takes the wheel – steering you into
tricky spaces with total precision.

VX_MOK_31932

*Standard on certain models.
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LED headlights
All Mokka models are fitted with LED
headlights as standard. Not only are
they brighter, they’re much more
efficient too – by up to 81% compared
to halogen headlights. So you get
significant energy savings and lower
CO2 emissions.
IntelliLux LED® Matrix headlights
with advanced forward lighting* are
as smart as they sound. They work
by automatically adapting your
headlights according to the type of
road or driving conditions. Whether
you’re on the motorway, on a city
street, rounding a bend or parking
up, they’ve got you covered.

*Optional at extra cost on certain models.
VX_MOK_31677
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Front camera features
Forward collision alert
Slow or stationary car upfront?
Forward collision spots it and
lets you know immediately,
giving you plenty of warning
time to hit the brakes.
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Speed sign recognition
This advanced sign-detection
system picks up and displays
speed limits and other
important traffic signs – even
temporary ones.

VX_MOK_31937

Automatic emergency braking
with pedestrian detection
This clever system helps to
avoid low-speed rear-end
collisions by automatically
braking if it senses a potential
impact. It will also brake to
protect pedestrians who’ve
walked in your path.

Lane departure warning
Our lane departure warning
system gives a gentle nudge to
the steering wheel (and a audio
alert) should you start drifting
out of lane.

VX_MOK_31935
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Driver assistance features
Advanced park assist*
Trying to get into a
tricky space? Just
switch to advanced
park assist and watch
Mokka find you a
space, alert you and
steer you in. Now
that’s a smart move.

Driver drowsiness alert
Our seriously smart driver
drowsiness system uses
sensors to keep an eye out
and warn you if you show
signs of tiredness. So you’ll
know when it’s time to stop
for that all-important break.

Panoramic rear view camera*
The rear-view camera makes it
easy to avoid pedestrians, bumps
and scratches when you back in
and out of tight spaces.

VX_MOK_31934

Keyless entry and start*
Keyless entry is activated
as you approach. The doors
unlock automatically and
the engine is turned on via
the start button. No ignition
hunting. No fuss.
VX_MOK_31933
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*Standard on certain models.
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SUV simplicity
We want to make buying your new Mokka as stress-free
as possible. With an easy-to-understand line-up, with no
complicated options or add-ons to choose from, we’ve made
it even simpler to choose a Mokka that suits you perfectly.
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Simply electric
There are four new all-electric Mokka-e models to choose
from. All exceptionally well-equipped and each with their
own individual style, they are 100% electric and 100% SUV.
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Quartz Grey
Two-coat metallic paint
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Jade White
Brilliant paint

Voltaic Blue
Two-coat metallic paint
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Diamond Black
Two-coat metallic paint

Mamba Green
Premium metallic paint

Power Red
Premium metallic paint

Yours. Truly
The exterior colour is a big part
of your Mokka’s personality. So
we’ve made it easy to choose a
colour that reflects yours. Bold
and beautiful. Stylish and cool.
It’s all up to you.

VX_MOK_31146

Please refer to the latest New Mokka Price and Specification Guide for details of roof colour availability by model and price, by clicking through
to vauxhall.co.uk/gonewmokka. The colours reproduced may vary slightly from the actual paint colour. As a result they should be used as a guide
only. Your Vauxhall Retailer has a comprehensive display of our paint samples.
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Thanks to a choice of roof and body colourways
and, on SRi Premium models, window accent
colours, you get to create your very own Mokka
and make a statement that’s impossible to
ignore. For an extra touch of style, Mokka-e
models even have the option of a contrast
black bonnet to complement the black roof.

Black roof

White roof

Red roof
VX_MOK_31270
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Black bonnet

Please refer to the latest New Mokka Price and Specification Guide for details of roof colour availability by model and price, by clicking through
to vauxhall.co.uk/gonewmokka. The colours reproduced may vary slightly from the actual paint colour. As a result they should be used as a guide
only. Your Vauxhall Retailer has a comprehensive display of our paint samples.
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Fashion sense
Whichever model you choose, you’ll have an interior so
cool and comfortable you won’t ever want to leave it.
VX_MOK_31219

SE Edition/SE
Premium models

SRi Premium
models

VX_MOK_31247

VX_MOK_31249
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Elite Edition/Elite
Premium models

Ultimate models

Please refer to the latest New Mokka
Price and Specification Guide for
details of interior trim availability by
model and price, by clicking through
to vauxhall.co.uk/gonewmokka
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Looking good
Body styling kit
Ramp up your Mokka’s good looks even
further with dynamic looking roof and bonnet
decals in black or white. Then why not add
some rugged-looking side steps and chrome
tyre valve caps to complete the look? You can
add a bigger pop of colour to the following
accessories too:
• Exterior door mirror covers1
• 18-inch diamond-cut, bi-colour alloy wheels
• Wheel clips and centre caps2
There’s also a range of interior styling
products available:
• Interior rear-view mirror covers3
• Aluminium pedal covers for manual and auto

Available in white, carbon finish, red, blue, green, orange and grey (matt).
Available in white, gloss black, red, blue, green, orange and grey (matt).
3
Available in white, red, blue, green and orange.
1

2
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Feeling great
Sometimes you want your car to do that little bit more
for you – that’s where our practical accessories come
in. Make it even easier (and more affordable) by building
accessories into your choice of finance plan.

VX_ACC_31822

VX_ACC_31821

4

3

Emergency spare wheel kit (not illustrated)*†
Gets you from A to B with added peace of mind.
Includes a 16-inch space-saving wheel and tool kit to
give you everything you need to temporarily replace
a damaged tyre and safely reach your destination.
1. Cup holder organiser
Taking a refreshment break? A cup holder is a must,
and this one fits neatly in between your rear seats.
2. Reversible boot liner
Protect your all-important load area from wear and tear
with our reversible liner. Carpet one side, vinyl the other.
3. Towbar*
Tow trailers, boats, caravans and a whole host of other
equipment with our handy towbar. It’s quick to fit and
easy to remove without the need for tools and comes
fitted with a key-operated anti-theft system.
4. Splash guards
Protect your precious bodywork from adverse weather
and road debris with our specially made splash guards.

VX_MOK_31354

VX_MOK_31705

Requires factory build mounting option T7Y when ordering vehicle. *Not available for Mokka-e models.

†

ACCESSORIES RANGE
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Get more with MyVauxhall
MyVauxhall is your one-stop shop for everything Vauxhall. From service
schedules and owners’ manuals to online service booking and product
updates – MyVauxhall is your digital passport to the world of Vauxhall.
One login gives you access to both the website and the app.
 anage your Vauxhall – Book a service online with your
• M
chosen Retailer
• V
 auxhall Connect – Access any connected services
available for your vehicle via the MyVauxhall app
• O
 wner documents and tutorials – Access to your vehicle’s
owners’ manual, infotainment tutorials and ‘how to’ videos
How to get MyVauxhall
Registering for MyVauxhall is simple:
1. When
	
you order your Mokka, your Retailer will help
you pre-register for MyVauxhall.
2. We’ll
	
send you an e-mail invitation to activate
your MyVauxhall account and complete
your registration.
3. MyVauxhall
	
is ready to go – use it through any
web browser, or the MyVauxhall app on your mobile
device, available to download the from Google Play
or Apple App Store.
VX_MYVX_32802
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Be ahead of all the curves
The Mokka isn’t just a new car. It’s a new way of
thinking about SUVs. With a streamlined shape
and dynamic drive, it’s impossible to pigeonhole.
With a high-tech interior and efficient engines,
including 100% electric, it rewrites the rules.
And with so many models to choose from,
you’ll find a Mokka that’s right for you.
Ready to unbox yourself?
Register your interest or explore the full
price and spec guide now.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE

If you’re a fleet decision-maker or company car
driver check out vauxhall.co.uk/fleet where you
can find information on our free 3 Day Test Drive
Programme*, whole life cost analysis, company
car taxation and vehicle finance.

*The free 3 Day Test Drive Programme is open to Company Car Drivers and
Fleet Decision-Makers. To book a test drive, log on to vauxhall3dtd.co.uk
or call 0330 587 8221. Telephone lines open Monday–Friday 9.00am to
5.00pm excluding Bank Holidays. Calls may be recorded or monitored
for quality and/or training purposes. Available for UK Mainland only.
Terms and Conditions apply. Full terms and conditions can be found at
vauxhallfleet.co.uk/testdrive/index/terms
VX_MOK_31116

For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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